
Dear Harvest Partner,
We certainly are looking at a very complex and difficult time as we approach the return of the Lord Jesus. Last month, in

September, we had an extreme amount of violence. Seemingly the mental stress and people’s minds are unable to cope,
exactly as the Scriptures depicted it would be at the end, just before His return. Also extreme weather causing tremendous
damage and loss of life. This will continue to be a great problem as we approach the end of the age. There are so many events
that Brother Frisby wrote about that would be coming at the end. The coming economic storm will redistribute the wealth
into the Babylonian System. The end result will be millions will be out of work throughout the world and millions will go
hungry. Riots, Killing and Plundering will sweep the nations. The following quote is from Neal Frisby’s library and will
continue the subject of the anti-Christ and the new system.

Signs Ending the Age – “In one of our prophecies we listed . . . watch the territory surrounding Euphrates, the old
Assyrian-Babylon Empire, which includes Syria! And lately we have seen Syria grow into strong military prominence.” –
“According to Isa. 10:5, verses 12, 30-31 – Dan. 8:9, 22-25, the anti-Christ will dominate all the territory that we spoke about
. . . and could go there or actually come out of this section to rule the world!” – “He will also conquer and rule the Arabian
Empire; he will make a covenant with them and Israel! And then he will finally sit in a Jewish Temple claiming himself as
god the Messiah!” (Rev. 11:2 – II Thess. 2:4 – Dan. 9:26-27) – “By the spirit of prophecy I foresee that he will use science
and technology to further himself as a world dictator! – I also foresee that he will do away with the type of currency that the
world has now and implement his own standard of wealth and prosperity through his monetary seal! Evidently this is, or
works into, the mark of the beast. For out of great chaos and financial crisis he will restore prosperity for awhile!”

A Further Look into the Prophetic Dimension – “When this world leader arrives on the scene, the world will be divided
into four groups . . . the Northern and Eastern block of nations, and the Southern and Western block of nations! – He will
dominate the Eastern world; he will finally control the Western world, making him a world dictator! – But at the end of his
reign, Russia, China and Africa rebel and come at him like a whirlwind in the battle of Armageddon!” (Dan. 11:40-45) “As
we can see, this will involve Israel, Western Europe and the United States in a final catastrophic war! – We can see by
the huge military build-up in the Middle East, and the armies surrounding Israel, that this prophecy is soon to take place! –
There will, however, be a world peace treaty first, but 7 years later they still have this great battle. Blood will pour! – Man
will almost be sinking to the brink of annihilation, but the Lord will intervene before total destruction!”

The Anti-Christ and the Gods of Science (Computers, etc.) Riding the Waves of Progress – “The anti-Christ will
exploit the potentials of science to further his own schemes! – He will usher in the Great Tribulation, regimenting the human
race (global mark). Babylon the Great will work with this system.”” (Rev. 17:5) – “She will be drunken with the blood of
the saints who were not translated and will wage terrible persecution against the saints of the Tribulation era!
Religious and economic freedom will not exist during this time!” – “After the Translation the anti-Christ will impose ‘his
mark’ to try to stamp out those believing in Jesus!” – “Technology will actually hasten the appearance of the anti-Christ, who
will evidently be seen by TV satellite world-wide! Also Rev. 11:9 reveals television, through science and technology, this
person is almost ready to step into power and carry out his evil purposes! – Also he will control the gold, the food, the energy
and finally the world’s property through his system! Be alert!” – “According to the Scripts and the Scriptures scores of events
will culminate simultaneously as the age ends! As the prophet said, the end thereof shall be with a flood! Accordingly, the
Scripts reveal a sudden surge of political, financial, social, scientific and religious changes will take place dramatic and
powerful! Like magic itself he is able to take over the world! He is hidden now, but soon will be revealed! He will control all
false religions, the Vatican and the apostate Protestants, and chief prince of the Jews, sitting in the Temple . . .a false god!”
(Dan. 9:27) “Although still submerged, his presence is felt in many of the events that are occurring today!” End quote. –
Certainly the financial system is being manipulated to bring on a new type government and control. We will go more into this
in our next letter.

This month I have a special book called “The Image, 666 and the Electronic Brain” as well as a DVD called “Unity and
the Future.” – We’re making wonderful progress on many of our projects. We certainly need your help this month. It will
improve our communications in publishing Brother Frisby’s wonderful ministry. – May the Lord continue to guide and bless
each and every one of you, and I know He will!

                                                                 Your Brother in Christ,

 All three new CD’s/Cassettes, $15.00 donation: New DVD release: “Unity and the Future”
“Be Sure, Be Wise, Be Ready”                                                                         Also available: “Healing Over Elements”
“Global Perplexity” – Part 1                                                                                       ($20.00 donation each)
“Global Perplexity” – Part 2 www.NealFrisby.com
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